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their generosity in allowing AFGE to use it.  
 
Disclaimer: This booklet provides a general overview of the issues/procedures related to workers’ compensation. 
The discussion outlines set forth in this booklet are not a substitute for seeking legal advice/representation where 
appropriate. Cases in this area are very fact-specific and cannot be governed by any generalized overview.  
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Dear AFGE Member: 

 

You can be assured that AFGE fights to protect your health and safety on the job and to keep 

workers’ compensation benefits from being cut.  We encourage agencies to focus on 

preventing injuries and illnesses and not only on reducing workers’ compensation costs.  We 

want to see AFGE members go home to their families intact.  However, if you are injured or 

become sick as a result of your work, you are entitled to compensation.   

 

This booklet is a concise explanation of what to do when you are injured at work or become ill 

as a result of your work.  It is meant to help you understand the system and how it works, as 

well as your rights and responsibilities.  

 

In it, we explain how to file a claim, the benefits you may be entitled to receive, the difference 

between traumatic injuries and occupational illnesses or diseases, claims for recurrences, 

returning to work, and appeal rights for denied claims.  More detailed information has been 

published by the Office of Workers’ Compensation.  OWCP materials are available at the 

Department of Labor’s website at www.dol.gov/agencies/owcp or from any of the district 

offices listed at the back of this booklet. 

 

Most claims are resolved promptly and without problems, but workers’ compensation can be a 

complicated system.  To avoid delays in processing, be thorough when filing forms with OWCP.  

It is imperative that your physician state there is a causal relationship between your condition 

and your work, your physical limitations, and the possibility of your returning to work.  Make 

sure you are complying with your requirements and that the agency is complying with their 

obligations.  Your local and your district office stand ready to help.   

 

 

http://www.dol.gov/agencies/owcp
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FECA DECIDES CLAIMS 
 
If your work results in injury or illness, you are covered by the Federal Employees 

Compensation Act (FECA).  FECA is administered by the Department of Labor’s Office of 

Workers' Compensation Program (OWCP).  The OWCP District Offices responsible for making 

decisions on your injury compensation claim are listed on the back. 

 

HOW TO FILE A CLAIM 

 

The Employees’ Compensation Operations & Management Portal (ECOMP) must be used by 

federal employees to report the incident and to file a claim for benefits under FECA. You can 

use ECOMP to file Form CA-1, CA-2, CA-7, and to upload medical reports and other supporting 

documentation. Register and login at www.ecomp.dol.gov. For tutorials on how to file, visit 

https://www.ecomp.dol.gov/content/help/IW/chapter_1_page_1.html. Note that all claims 

must now be submitted through the ECOMP system.  

It is very important that you provide all of the information the first time requested by OWCP in 

order to avoid delays. The system requires federal employees to complete the OSHA 301 first, 

then you must proceed to filling out the CA-1 or CA-2. 

 

OWCP BENEFITS 

 

As a rule, three years is the time limit for initially filing an OWCP claim.  It is to your advantage 

to file a claim immediately after you became aware of a medical condition that was caused by 

work. 

 

OWCP, not your agency, decides if you have a compensable injury and what benefits you are 

entitled to under FECA.  When your claim is approved by OWCP, they will notify you in writing 

of their acceptance of a specific medical condition and assign you a claim number. 

 

http://www.ecomp.dol.gov/
https://www.ecomp.dol.gov/content/help/IW/chapter_1_page_1.html
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MEDICAL CARE is provided and you may initially select a local physician of your choice (within 

25 miles of your home or workplace).  The term “physician” includes surgeons, osteopathic 

practitioners, podiatrists, dentists, clinical psychologists, optometrists and chiropractors within 

the scope of their practice as defined by state law.  Payment for chiropractic services is limited 

to treatment consisting of manual manipulation of the spine to correct a subluxation, as 

demonstrated by X-ray to exist. 

 

CONTINUATION OF PAY (COP) is payable for traumatic injuries for up to 45 calendar days of 

medically supported disability.  It is paid by your agency and is the same as your regular check. 

 

TOTAL DISABILITY wage loss is paid when you have no capacity to earn wages, due to your 

workplace injury.  It is paid at a rate of two-thirds (2/3) of your earnings at the time of injury, or 

three-fourths (3/4) if there are one or more dependents.  It is tax free. 

 

PARTIAL DISABILITY wage loss is paid at a reduced rate because you are able to perform some 

work and only have a partial loss of wage earning capacity. 

 

SCHEDULE AWARDS are paid if there is a permanent impairment of the injured part or function 

of the body, such as loss of vision, arm or removal of a lung.  A schedule award can also be paid 

for serious disfigurement of the head, face or neck.  The law prohibits payment of schedule 

awards for back, neck or brain injuries, unless such an injury physically impairs another element 

of the body.  Claims for a schedule award are filed on a Form CA-7.  You cannot receive a 

schedule award and total wage loss compensation at the same time. 

 

COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCES (COLAs) are provided annually to injured workers receiving 

wage loss compensation for the preceding year. 

 

DEATH benefits are paid to the survivors if the death was a direct result of the work 

environment, or previous work injury.  Form CA-5, or 5b, is the appropriate form to file. 
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TRAUMATIC INJURIES 

 

A traumatic injury is a wound or other condition of the body that is caused by external force, 

including stress or strain, identifiable in time and place, and that is the result of an incident, or a 

series of incidents, that occur during a single workday.  You should report the injury to your 

supervisor and obtain medical care as soon as possible.  

The FECA program considers COVID-19 to be a traumatic injury since it is contracted during a 

single workday or shift and considers the date of last exposure prior to the medical evidence 

establishing the COVID-19 diagnosis as the Date of Injury since the precise time of transmission 

may not always be known due to the nature of the virus.  

 

You, or someone on your behalf, should: 

 

• Promptly notify your supervisor. 

 

• Receive and complete Form CA-l, "Notice of Traumatic Injury and Claim for Continuation of 

Pay/Compensation" (COP).  Fill out completely and accurately and submit within 30 days of 

the injury.  Your supervisor must submit it to OWCP within 10 days of receiving it from you.  

Your supervisor cannot refuse to accept your notice of injury or illness or keep it without 

sending it to OWCP. 

 

Select Continuation of Pay (COP) unless there is some unusual reason for you to use your 

own leave.  COP is your regular pay from your agency and may be continued up to 45 

calendar days.  COP is paid only for traumatic injuries, not for occupational illnesses or 

diseases. 

 

If you have chosen COP on the Form CA-1 and you have provided the required medical 

documentation within 10 days, your agency must pay COP. 
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To be eligible for COP, the Form CA-1 must be submitted within 30 days of your traumatic 

injury.  If COP is denied because you did not file within 30 days, you may still claim 

compensation for wage loss from OWCP on Form CA- 7, "Claim for Compensation." 

 

You are responsible for providing to your agency within 10 working days after claiming COP 

medical evidence that states that you are totally disabled as a direct result of your 

workplace injury.  If this is not done, your agency may stop your COP until they receive the 

medical evidence. 

 

• Obtain Form CA-16, "Authorization for Examination and/or Treatment," and/or Form CA-17, 

"Duty Status Report" as appropriate. 

 

Insist that you be fully informed of your FECA rights if you receive any medical treatment, 

including first aid. 

 

You are entitled to the initial selection of a physician for treatment of an injury. Agency 

management may not interfere with your right to choose a treating physician or require you 

to go to their physician before you see your own.  You can be reimbursed for travel costs if 

the physician is located within 25 miles of your home or workplace, or if there is no 

appropriate medical care within that range.  (You may choose medical care beyond that 

distance, but OWCP will not cover it.) 

 

Agency management may not contact your physician by telephone.  They may contact your 

physician only in writing and only to obtain additional information or clarification about 

your duty status or medical progress.  Your employer must give you and OWCP a copy of 

any written communication.  Fax or e-mail communications are considered written 

communications. 
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• Request Form CA- 7, "Claim for Compensation," if your treating physician believes your 

disability (either total or partial) is going to continue beyond the 45 calendar days of COP.  

You should request that your supervisor issue the CA-7 on the 30th day so that you do not 

have to go without pay.  Submit it to the agency at least 5 working days before the end of 

your 45 days of COP.  Attached to Form CA-7 is Form CA-20, "Attending Physician Report," 

which must be completed fully and accurately by your physician. 

 

 

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES OR ILLNESSES 

 

An occupational disease or illness is a medical condition produced by continued and repeated 

exposure to conditions at work, including stress or strain, that occurs over a longer period of 

time than a single work-shift. 

 

You, or someone acting on your behalf, should notify your supervisor, using Form CA-2, "Notice 

of Occupational Disease and Claim for Compensation," within 30 calendar days from the date 

on which you were first aware of a possible connection between the illness or disease and your 

job.  If it is impractical for Form CA-2 to be provided to your supervisor, written notice should 

be given to any agency official, or you can notify OWCP directly. 

 

It is important for you to follow all of the instructions on Form CA-2.  Be sure to provide your 

narrative statement explaining the cause of your condition and attending the physician's name 

and address. 

 

COP is not authorized for an occupational disease or illness claim.  Also, Form CA-16, 

"Authorization for Examination and/or Treatment" is not automatically provided for 

occupational claims.  Authorization for treatment will be issued by your agency only with the 

approval of OWCP.  
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RECURRENCES 

 

Recurrences are claimed by filing a Form CA-2a, "Notice of Recurrence."  A recurrence is 

defined by OWCP as a work stoppage or a need for further medical treatment, which occurs 

after you have returned to work following an absence due to a medical condition that OWCP 

has accepted as being caused by your work.  A recurrence must be the result of a spontaneous 

material change, demonstrated by objective findings of your previous accepted condition which 

requires treatment, or causes disability without any work factors, or work incidents being 

involved. 

 

• If the return of symptoms is not spontaneous, but is caused by an event or a series 

of events at work that occur on a single work-shift, it is considered a "new" 

traumatic injury by OWCP and a new Form CA-l would be filed.  You would also be 

entitled to a full 45 days of COP. 

 

• If the return of symptoms is caused by a series of events that occur on more than 

one work-shift, then it would be considered a "new" occupational illness and a new 

CA-2 would be filed. 

 

• It is possible that OWCP will combine, or "double" your new claim with your 

previously accepted claim.  If they do, they will notify you and you would continue to 

use your old claim number. 

 

If you have an accepted claim, but no OWCP benefits are claimed or paid during a six-month 

period, then your claim may be administratively closed by OWCP.  This does not mean that your 

claim has been denied.  If your claim has been closed due to inactivity, then Form CA-2a would 

be used to reopen your claim.  You must note on the form that you are filing the CA-2a for 

medical benefits so a medical bill, prescription drug bill, or whatever OWCP benefit you are 

seeking, can be paid. 
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Although OWCP may have closed your claim, that alone should not have any impact on your 

limited duty or rehabilitation job. 

 

 

RETURNING TO WORK 

 

FECA requires injured employees to inform their treating physicians that the agency may be 

able to provide them with work that accommodates any medical limitations imposed by their 

injury or illness.  If this work-related medical limitation is temporary, then you would be placed 

in a limited duty job.  If your condition is permanent, the agency may place you in a medically 

suitable rehabilitation or re-employment position. 

 

Form CA-17, "Duty Status Report" is the designated form to be used by your agency to have 

your attending physician list any work limitations or restrictions that you may have as a result 

of your work injury.  The agency may contact your physician in writing in regards to such 

limitations or restrictions.  If there are any changes as a result of this contact, then a new Form 

CA-17 must be prepared and provided to your physician, to you and to OWCP. 

 

If you recover within one year of starting compensation, you have the right to return to your 

old position or a similar one.  Your retention rights are covered by 5 CFR §§353, 302, and 330, 

and they are administered by the Office of Personnel Management and not OWCP. 

 

If your agency refuses to re-employ you after suffering a compensable injury, you should be 

notified in writing by the agency of your right to appeal to the Merit Systems Protection Board 

(MSPB). 
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DENIED CLAIMS: 

HEARING, APPEALS BOARD OR RECONSIDERATION 

 

The filing of CA-l or CA-2 will normally result in a formal OWCP decision.  You have 30 days from 

the date of an OWCP District Office denial to request an oral hearing from OWCP's Branch of 

Hearings and Review in Washington, DC, or you may request instead that they perform a review 

of the written record, with no oral testimony. 

 

You have 90 days from the date of any formal OWCP merit decision to appeal to the Employees’ 

Compensation Appeals Board (ECAB), which can be extended to one year for good reason. 

 

You may also, within one year of any OWCP or Appeals Board decision request a 

reconsideration (review) from any OWCP District Office.  In order to secure District Office 

reconsideration, new and detailed relevant evidence (usually medical) must be submitted. 

 

You cannot have a Branch of Hearings and Review oral hearing or review of the written records 

if you have already received an OWCP reconsideration decision. 

 

• OWCP decisions will provide details regarding your hearing, reconsideration and 

appeal rights. 

 

• OWCP's policy is to provide a decision on a request for reconsideration within 90 

days. 

 

• It is the policy of the Branch of Hearings and Review to provide a decision regarding 

a review of the written record also within 90 days.  However, it may take six months 

to a year or longer after your request for an oral hearing to get a decision.  The 

length of the delay depends primarily on how soon a hearing representative from 

Washington, DC is available to be assigned to your geographic area to hold hearings. 
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• If your appeal is to ECAB, it may take up to 2 or 3 years to get a decision. 

 

If it is determined that you can no longer work, it is in your interest to apply for OWCP benefits 

and Civil Service disability retirement simultaneously.  If both are approved, you can choose the 

one which best serves your needs. 

 

 
 

 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

 

For more information and updates, visit the Department of Labor’s Office of Workers’ 

Compensation Program’s Federal Employees’ Compensation Act (FECA) website at 

www.dol.gov/agencies/owcp/FECA.  

 

For information on contacting FECA program offices, visit 

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/owcp/FECA/contacts/fecacont.  

 

AFGE’s Field Services & Education Department has online toolkits resources available to 

members on a variety of topics, including Workers’ Compensation and Health & Safety: 

www.afge.org/EDU.  

 

AFGE’s Field Services & Education Department regularly offers webinars on Workers’ 

Compensation – both a Basic class and an Appeals class. Visit our LMS (Labor Management 

System) to view and register for upcoming webinars: https://afgelearn.org. 

 

http://www.dol.gov/agencies/owcp/FECA
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/owcp/FECA/contacts/fecacont
http://www.afge.org/EDU
https://afgelearn.org/
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